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1. My name is Shaoli Wang, I'm a geologist. I do not use toothpaste for over 15 years, and that

option stays with me only. My wife uses it daily, and her background is supposedly to be
challenging to me, but she did not. Still, I stand here. represent myself only. My wife's
background is dentist and she used to have her own dental clinic back home.
There were brief conversations about toothpaste, but no argument between us in that regard.

2. More often than not, we felt been discriminated against based on our belief or value, we felt

offended, victimized, bullied, but were ultimately defenseless.
I tell you why.

CANADIAN CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS
15. (1) Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal
protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimination and, in particular, without
discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, col_our, religion, sex, age or mental or
physical disability,
The law looks simple and clear, reasonable and logical, but was practically misunderstood

-

from the day it was signed into our constitution in -1982. It has been misinterpreted as
protecting confined rights not unconfined rights, and is therefore despisable in this regard.
The very wording under my fire is "In particular". It does not mean "exclusively", but it was
practically misinterpreted as "exclusively".

3. According to the actual meaning of Section 15 of our Charter Rights and Freedoms, nobody

has the rights to force anything into my mouth, no group of people can legitimately assume the

rights to vote anything into my mouth without my knowing consent, which would otherwise be
discrimination based on belief and value which were protected under Section 15(1).
We had this beautiful Peace Bridge built, no less notorious than its beauty is its appalling cost.
We had this wasteful Olympic bid voted a while ago. 56.4% say no to our servants.
We have this ever-growing property tax which has been there for- so long and everyone seems to
have been so numb that we can be knowingly robbed more and more at our failed servants' will.
While, there might not be arguments if I say fluoride is far more controversial than those topics.
But, there is little idea how much it could benefit people's teeth, even less idea how much it
might negatively affect people's health other than teeth, the passion to help people in need is
well respected.

4. Bottom line, you don't force anything into my mouth, -cost-free or not. Even a very
experienced doctor like Dr. Dickson might not assume the power to do that, and I bet, what he is
standing for is based on his knowledge and dedicated research, for sure, but more importantly,
which I would confidently believe, is motivated by his morality which is less seen in our
modern society.

5. I personally would not like to see any more debate regarding this topic in this Hall again
because of serious concerns that every Calgarian be entitled to lay "breach of tn1st" charges and
I
1

"discrimination" complaints.

I

Hats off to the honorable Dr. Dickson and the many of you here who felt obligated to protect
I

people's rights!
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